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Malum:
Riddle me this "I am neither dead, nor alive, and I'm not something little Madison can hide. But
you will be dead, by the time this is done the timer starts now, and the games have just begun"
Madison Montgomery comes from money and power, but when someone close to her commits
the ultimate crime, Madison must live with her tainted name for the rest of her life. When she
begins Riverside Preparatory Academy, the private school her father has swept her into in The
Hamptons, she hopes for a fresh start. What she wasn't hoping for was the pack of bad boys
who run the school; ten, to be exact. When Madison gains the attention of their leader, Bishop
Vincent Hayes, a whole new world that she didn't think existed is exposed to her. A whole
world that starts and ends with The Elite Kings Club and these boys, are about to flip her world
upside down. Secrets are overflowing and family lies are about to be exposed. Is there more to
Madison Montgomery than even she knows? About this book: I need to admit something right
now. The Silver Swan is f*cked. It might be the most insane story I've ever written with equally
insane characters. Who knew? You know, when I started this book, it was supposed to be YA.
I wanted to write a book that my sisters could read. A book that won't have people look at my
mum like "damn what sort of messed up shit happened to your kid?." The angst, the
assholeness, the games, the f**kery, the WHAT THE F**KING F**K ARE YOU DOING !!! I
cannot even. anyway, this is a warning (and the only one I'll give you). It's crazy. I don't
compare my work to my others, but this book is f**ked. It will most likely stomp all the f**k over
people's hard limits (and not give a sh*t while it's doing it) and will make you second guess all
the morals you thought you had. This most definitely is not looking like a love story right now
more like a.. I don't even. anyway, I apologise now. You asked for it..

The Pillars of the Earth
From New York Times Bestseller, Mimi Jean Pamfiloff, Comes Book #2, The Happy Pants
Cafe Series It Only Takes One Hot Rock Star To Ruin Your Life… The youngest woman to ever
sit on the bench, the Honorable Sarah Rae Alma has busted her butt to get where she is. No
fun. No distractions. And definitely no bad boys. In fact, she takes a certain pleasure in
crushing their souls—yes, she has her reasons. So when rock-n-roll’s most famous bad boy, the
legendary Colton Young, enters her court, looking hotter than sin and smugger than hell, she’s
just itching to serve a little justice. But Sarah’s about to make the biggest mistake of her life.
And her fate will land squarely in the hands of the world’s most notorious rock star rebel. Will
he crush her? Or will he tempt her to take a walk on the wild side?

The King in Yellow
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Book #3 of the USA Today Bestselling KING TRILOGY. “You’re asking me to…love you?”
asked Mia. He slowly scratched his thick black stubble. “I suppose I am.” What if you were
asked to love a dangerous man who betrayed you at every turn, who terrified you even in your
sleep? Could you do it to save the people you hold dear? Mia Turner is ready to give it all—her
body, her heart, her soul—to the mysterious, ruthless billionaire who holds the cards to saving
her family. But when this sinfully sexy man, simply known as King, demands something more,
something horrifying, Mia will be forced to face the impossible truth about their lives.
Sometimes the truth brings salvation. And sometimes the truth breaks you.

The Battle of Ten Kings
This volume engages the concept and related notions of cultural hegemony, cultural erosion,
cultural hybridity and cultural survival by considering whether five regimes in Asia deploy
policies aimed at extirpating the language, religion, arts, customs or other elements of the
cultures of non-dominant peoples.

God of Wine
"Convincing Ground" pulses with love of country. In this powerful, lyrical and passionate new
work Bruce Pascoe asks us to fully acknowledge our past and the way those actions continue
to influence our nation today, both physically and intellectually. The book resonates with
ongoing debates about identity, dispossession, memory and community. Pascoe draws on the
past through a critical examination of major historical works and witness accounts and finds
uncanny parallels between the techniques and language used there to today's national political
stage. He has written the book for all Australians, as an antidote to the great Australian inability
to deal respectfully with the nation's constructed Indigenous past. For Pascoe, the Australian
character was not forged at Gallipoli, Eureka and the back of Bourke, but in the furnace of
Murdering Flat, Convincing Ground and Werribee. He knows we can't reverse the past, but
believes we can bring in our soul from the fog of delusion. Pascoe proposes a way forward,
beyond shady intellectual argument and immature nationalism, with our strengths enhanced
and our weaknesses acknowledged and addressed.

The Way of Kings
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff comes a Horribly Sunny Mystery, The
Librarian’s Vampire Assistant. NOBODY MESSES WITH HIS LIBRARIAN. . . Who killed
Michael Vanderhorst’s maker? It’s a darn good question. But when the trail brings Michael to
hellishly sunny Phoenix, Arizona, his biggest problem soon becomes a cute little librarian he
can’t seem to stay away from. He’s never met a bigger danger magnet! Even her book cart
has it out for her. And is that the drug cartel following her around, too? “Dear God, woman!
What have you gotten yourself into?” Things go from bad to worse when local vampires won’t
play nice. Can this four-hundred-year-old vampire keep his librarian safe and himself out of hot
water? Can he bring his maker’s killer to justice? Yesterday, he would’ve said yes. But
yesterday, he didn’t have a strange connection with a librarian. Yesterday, people weren’t
trying to kill her.

Boxed Set: The King Trilogy
From the No. 1 bestselling author of WAR LORD comes an epic retelling of the Arthurian
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legend, from the bestselling Last Kingdom series In the Dark Ages, a legendary warrior arises
to unite a divided land . . . Uther, the High King of Britain, is dead. His only heir is the infant
Mordred. Yet each of the country's lesser kings seek to claim the crown for themselves. While
they squabble and spoil for war, a host of Saxon armies gather, preparing for invasion. But no
one has counted on the fearsome warlord Arthur. Handed power by Merlin and pursuing a
doomed romance with the beautiful Guinevere, Arthur knows he will struggle to unite the
country - let alone hold back the Saxon enemy at the gates. Yet destiny awaits him . . . From
the epic and bestselling author who has gripped millions. ___________ 'Of all the books I have
written these are my favourites' Bernard Cornwell 'Spellbinding realism' The Times

Ten Kings
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff, Comes Book #3 of the Immortal
Matchmakers, Inc. Series. (Standalone) HIS MISSION: Lose Beer Belly. Find Perfect Woman.
Save World. The God of Wine has been partying for over ten thousand years, and New Year’s
Eve, when humans around the world succumb to his naturally occurring spike in powers, is his
biggest night. Only this year, a plague is sweeping the immortal community, and he’s turning
downright evil (dear gods, what language!). All those New Year’s bashes will turn into
bloodbaths if he doesn’t stop the transformation. Sadly, the only known cure is finding a mate.
Not so easy for a rude, beer-bellied mess who’s definitely not husband material. But can a little
gym-time and help from the pros at Immortal Matchmakers, Inc. turn him into a divine sexmachine the ladies will want? Or will it take something more? ****** WARNING: This dirty, dirty
book contains a buck-naked god, sloppy drunkenness, the c-word, f-word, p-word, dword—okay, neverthehell mind! It has a lot of f**king bad words. Okay?—invisible unicorns,
outrageously sized penises, cocktail recipes, leather pants, no pants, and one healthy eating
tip. If you do not like dirty, dirty books with buck-naked gods, sloppy drunkenness, the c-word, fword, p-word, d-word—yes, yes, all the bad words—invisible unicorns, outrageously sized
penises, cocktail recipes, leather pants, no pants, and healthy eating tips, then this book might
not be for you. (But feel free to gift it to your naughty, slutty friend with the gutter mouth.)

King of Scars
#1 New York Times Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . .
monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that changed the course of Ken Follett’s already
phenomenal career. Look out for the prequel, The Evening and the Morning, coming from
Viking in September 2020. “Follett risks all and comes out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers
Weekly on the release of The Pillars of the Earth. A departure for the bestselling thriller writer,
the historical epic stunned readers and critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping
humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to Follett’s unassailable command of the written
word and to his universal appeal. The Pillars of the Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of
Kingsbridge, a devout and resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic cathedral the
world has known . . . of Tom, the mason who becomes his architect—a man divided in his soul .
. . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a secret shame . . . and of a struggle
between good and evil that will turn church against state and brother against brother. A
spellbinding epic tale of ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set against the sprawling
medieval canvas of twelfth-century England, this is Ken Follett’s historical masterpiece.

Goddess of Forgetfulness
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Missing: Hot Italian Bodyguard Last Seen Wearing Tux Dakota Dane’s bodyguard is the sort of
guy every man fears and every woman dreams of: chiseled abs, face of a male model, and
tougher than nails. Except with her, of course. And those glimpses of Paolo’s soft side are just
as sinfully addictive as the rest of him. So when he proposes to take their relationship to the
next level—marriage—Dakota can’t deny the thought of becoming his makes her pulse race and
her knees go all wobbly. Unfortunately, when the big moment finally arrives, Paolo is nowhere
to be found. Was it something she said or foul play? Dakota’s heart won’t move on until she
finds out, but is she ready to face her dangerous world alone? Or will Dakota have to let go of
everything she loves simply to survive? NOTE: While reading book 1 (Fate Book) enhances
the story, FATE BOOK TWO is a stand-alone.

Immortal Matchmakers, Inc.
"Love is savage, love is blind, love is something they may not find"Once upon a time, there
was a young girl who lived in a battered trailer, a girl from the wrong side of the tracks. One
day, she fell down The Elite Kings' rabbit hole. Sucked into a dark vortex of lies, hate, and
deceit, and spat out by money, glitz, and power.There were things this little girl didn't know,
things she was about to find out and secrets that have been kept from her. Those secrets were
guarded by the boys that were about to smash her world open and tear it all apartHe may be a
Malum, but she is a Stuprum, born into this world but neglected by the choice of her mother.
Her eyes may not glisten with stars, but they roar with fire, and when she finally reaches her
peak, it's that same fire that will burn. Them. All. Down. My name is Tillie Stuprum, and my
story is not like the rest.Everything she thought she knew is a fabricated version of the truth.
I'm Nate Riverside-Malum, the one your girl whispers about to her friends and whose initials
are scratched down your back. Her story is not like the rest of them, because her story is dead.

The Broken Puppet
Trapped for decades, a powerful god seeks freedom . . . and revenge. But the only thing that
can save him is the passion of a woman's touch . . . naked body. Humans are so frail, so
undisciplined, so susceptible to love. And when this ancient being connects with Emma, the
feelings she sparks drive him utterly mad. Protective, keep-her-close, never-let-her-go kind of
mad. Which might not be such a bad thing because from the moment the beautiful, passionate
Emma unshackles his body, they are hunted at every turn. Now he'll have to do everything in
his power to keep her safe. But will it be enough?

fugly
"I thought I knew who I was, but I was wrong." The Silver Swan - 1. A girl who is tarnished.
Tainted. One who does not fit into the confinement of legend. The Silver Swan -2. Madison
Montgomery. I was lied to. I was cheated. Resigned to pick up the scraps of empty memories
and disarrayed thoughts, I left. After finally cutting the strings of manipulation, I resorted to do
what I've done since I was a child, something my father drilled into my brain since I could
handle my first rifle. Run. I'm a mere shadow of the girl they all knew. Lies and deceit change
you. They alter your entire outlook on life. I'm Madison Montgomery, and I want to play a
game. Here's what happens when I win. Riddle me this, Mads. What goes bump in the night,
but is something you can't see with sight? You may run, and you may hide. If by happily ever
after, you mean Bonnie & Clyde.
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Accidentally in Love Witha God?
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! One of Newsweek's Most Anticipated
Books of 2020 One of SheReads Most Anticipated Books of 2020 One of PopSugar's Most
Anticipated Books of 2020 One of HelloGiggles’ Most Anticipated Books of 2020 One of Marie
Claire’s Best Fiction by Women in 2020 One of Woman’s Day’s Best Fiction Books Coming
Out in 2020 The electrifying #1 New York Times bestselling authors of THE WIFE BETWEEN
US and AN ANONYMOUS GIRL return with a brand new novel of psychological suspense,
YOU ARE NOT ALONE. Shay Miller wants to find love, but it eludes her. She wants to be
fulfilled, but her job is a dead end. She wants to belong, but her life is increasingly lonely. Until
Shay meets the Moore sisters. Cassandra and Jane live a life of glamorous perfection, and
always get what they desire. When they invite Shay into their circle, everything seems to get
better. Shay would die for them to like her. She may have to.

Children of Blood and Bone
Suppose you could ask God any question and get an answer. What would it be? Well, young
people all over the world have been asking those questions. This book is suitable for those
who ever wanted to know if God is listening to them, if God can really help, if God cares about
them, and if there is a God.

Martin Luther King Jr.
In the former United States, sixteen-year-old Noam Álvaro wakes up in a hospital bed, the sole
survivor of the viral magic that killed his family and made him a technopath. His ability to
control technology attracts the attention of the minister of defense and thrusts him into the
magical elite of the nation of Carolinia. The son of undocumented immigrants, Noam has spent
his life fighting for the rights of refugees fleeing magical outbreaks--refugees Carolinia routinely
deports with vicious efficiency. Sensing a way to make change, Noam accepts the minister's
offer to teach him the science behind his magic, secretly planning to use it against the
government. But then he meets the minister's son--cruel, dangerous, and achingly
beautiful--and the way forward becomes less clear. Caught between his purpose and his heart,
Noam must decide who he can trust and how far he's willing to go in pursuit of the greater
good.

Cultural Genocide and Asian State Peripheries
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff Immortal Matchmakers, Inc. (Because
dysfunctional immortals need love, too.) SEVEN DAYS TO GO FROM LETHAL IMMORTAL
ASSASSIN TO PRINCE CHARMING. DOES HE STAND A CHANCE? Demigod Andrus Gray
may look like every woman’s dream, but when it comes to charm, he sees no point in
pretending: He has none and makes no apologies for it. Behaving nicely hasn’t made him the
deadly assassin he is today. But is that really the reason he’s still single? The Goddess
Cimil—owner of Immortal Matchmakers, Inc.—thinks yes. So when she foresees a mate in
Andrus’s near future, she’s determined to make the match happen. That means hiring aspiring
actress Sadie Townsend to help the barbarian “act” a little more civilized. But are seven days
really enough? And why does he suddenly have the urge to throw away an eternity of love for
just one night with Sadie?
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The Winter King
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by
visions, a highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is desperate to
save her impoverished house.

On Writing
A DARK FANTASY FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER,MIMI JEAN PAMFILOFF. "I am
the man who can find anything or anyone. For a price. And my price is you." When Mia
Turner's brother goes missing in Mexico, while on an archaeological dig, she believes that life
couldn't get much worse. But when she's blocked at every turn from finding answers, by both
local and U.S. authorities, she must turn to a man she swears is the devil. Others might be
fooled by his private jet, fine tailored suits, and disarming smile, but Mia knows something
dark, sinister, and unnatural lurks behind those penetrating, pale-gray eyes. And the more she
learns, the more she realizes she may never be free again.

The Librarian's Vampire Assistant
Toward the end of the year 1920 the Government of the United States had practically
completed the programme, adopted during the last months of President Winthrop's
administration. The country was apparently tranquil. Everybody knows how the Tariff and
Labour questions were settled. The war with Germany, incident on that country's seizure of the
Samoan Islands, had left no visible scars upon the republic, and the temporary occupation of
Norfolk by the invading army had been forgotten in the joy over repeated naval victories, and
the subsequent ridiculous plight of General Von Gartenlaube's forces in the State of New
Jersey. The Cuban and Hawaiian investments had paid one hundred per cent and the territory
of Samoa was well worth its cost as a coaling station. The country was in a superb state of
defence. Every coast city had been well supplied with land fortifications; the army under the
parental eye of the General Staff, organized according to the Prussian system, had been
increased to 300,000 men, with a territorial reserve of a million; and six magnificent squadrons
of cruisers and battle-ships patrolled the six stations of the navigable seas, leaving a steam
reserve amply fitted to control home waters. The gentlemen from the West had at last been
constrained to acknowledge that a college for the training of diplomats was as necessary as
law schools are for the training of barristers; consequently we were no longer represented
abroad by incompetent patriots. The nation was prosperous; Chicago, for a moment paralyzed
after a second great fire, had risen from its ruins, white and imperial, and more beautiful than
the white city which had been built for its plaything in 1893. Everywhere good architecture was
replacing bad, and even in New York, a sudden craving for decency had swept away a great
portion of the existing horrors. Streets had been widened, properly paved and lighted, trees
had been planted, squares laid out, elevated structures demolished and underground roads
built to replace them. The new government buildings and barracks were fine bits of
architecture, and the long system of stone quays which completely surrounded the island had
been turned into parks which proved a god-send to the population. The subsidizing of the state
theatre and state opera brought its own reward. The United States National Academy of
Design was much like European institutions of the same kind. Nobody envied the Secretary of
Fine Arts, either his cabinet position or his portfolio. The Secretary of Forestry and Game
Preservation had a much easier time, thanks to the new system of National Mounted Police.
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born Jews as a measure of self-preservation, the settlement of the new independent negro
state of Suanee, the checking of immigration, the new laws concerning naturalization, and the
gradual centralization of power in the executive all contributed to national calm and prosperity.
When the Government solved the Indian problem and squadrons of Indian cavalry scouts in
native costume were substituted for the pitiable organizations tacked on to the tail of
skeletonized regiments by a former Secretary of War, the nation drew a long sigh of relief.
When, after the colossal Congress of Religions, bigotry and intolerance were laid in their
graves and kindness and charity began to draw warring sects together, many thought the
millennium had arrived, at least in the new world which after all is a world by itself.

Conversations with God for Teens
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff Book Four, the Immortal Matchmakers,
Inc. Series (Standalone) “FORGET ME! PLEASE!” The Goddess of Forgetfulness has spent
seventy thousand years wishing for a man to remember her for more than five seconds. But
when her wish is finally granted, she’s appalled. Távas is cocky, handsome, and seven feet of
rude muscled man. He can’t possibly be her mate! But all signs are pointing to yes. Okay, at
least a strong maybe. Is this some sort of cosmic dating error? She darn well hopes so.
Determined to discover the truth, she agrees to one date. Just one! But the night is about to
reveal that his real identity is crazier and more alluring than she ever imagined.

Leather Pants
There is a reason why Stephen King is one of the bestselling writers in the world, ever.
Described in the Guardian as 'the most remarkable storyteller in modern American literature',
Stephen King writes books that draw you in and are impossible to put down. Part memoir, part
master class by one of the bestselling authors of all time, this superb volume is a revealing and
practical view of the writer's craft, comprising the basic tools of the trade every writer must
have. King's advice is grounded in the vivid memories from childhood through his emergence
as a writer, from his struggling early career to his widely reported, near-fatal accident in 1999 and how the inextricable link between writing and living spurred his recovery.

King's
From NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff, Comes Part One of Mr. Rook’s
Island, a Sexy, Dark, Romantic Suspense. He’s Enigmatic, Dangerously Handsome, and
COMPLETELY OFF-LIMITS… The women who vacation on Mr. Rook’s exclusive island are
looking for one thing and one thing only: to have their wildest romantic fantasies come to life.
Pirates, cowboys, billionaires—there’s nothing Rook’s staff can’t deliver. But when Stephanie
Fitzgerald’s sister doesn’t return after her week in paradise, Stephanie will have to pose as a
guest in order to dig for answers. Unfortunately, this means she’ll need to get close to the one
thing on the island that’s not on the menu: the devastatingly handsome and intimidating Mr.
Rook. And he’s not about to give the island’s secrets away.

Lawless
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff, Comes Book #5 and the FINALE of the
USA TODAY bestselling King Series HE’S EVIL, SEXY, AND BACK FROM THE DEAD. BUT
WHY CAN’T HE REMEMBER HER? HE WANTS TO OWN HER. King doesn’t recall dying
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and he definitely doesn’t recall this feisty woman Mia who claims to be his wife. But he’s
happy to make her his if she’ll be obedient and loyal. After all, a king needs a queen, and now
that he’s back from the dead, this evil billionaire has big plans. SHE WANTS HIM DEAD. Mia
Turner made painful sacrifices to save the love of her life from his cursed hell. So when he
promised to love and protect her always, she believed him. But after he trades his life to save
his brother, she’s left all alone with a baby and a broken heart. Until he returns. Evil, more
powerful, and with absolutely no memory of her. Can she find a way to bring back the man he
once was, or will she have to send him back to hell?

WINE HARD, BABY
"Ruined. BROKEN. LOST. Thia's lost it all. With no options left she turns to the biker she met
as a kid to cash in the favor he swore to return all those years ago. Bear's best friend is dead.
His old man wants to put him in the ground. He has bigger things on his mind than the pinkhaired girl from the gas station he never thought he'd see again. Until her battered body is
tossed onto his doorstep. Keeping his promise to Thia means Bear has to be willing to risk
everything, including his lifeand what's left of his heart. Thia's bruised and battered. Bear's
leather and lawless. It will never work between them. It's a lie they ALMOST believe.
LAWLESS is book THREE in the King Series and meant to be read after KING &
TYRANT."--Publisher's description.

Fate Book Two
1st Place Winner for Young Adult - 2016 Purple Dragonfly Award Silver Award for Young Adult
Mystery - 2016 Readers Favorite A telepathic dog. An ancient prophecy. Two devious faeries.
14 yr old Abby Fletcher must unravel their connection after receiving a mysterious message
from a frightening beast: The Red King must set me free.

Machaut's Mass
War has burst the banks of the river Parushni and floods across the land. A confederacy of ten
tyrannical kings threatens to drown the lives of millions in their greed. Great and sacred powers
lie in the balance and with them hangs the fate of the entire world. In the distant past, an
arrogant king kneels defeated before a great sage - a magi of uncommon power - and is told to
command that power himself he must abandon everything, even his crown. In the present, a
young prince is presented with his father's crown and a sacred duty to protect his people, at all
costs. The heroic doctor Upaas from Harappa bids farewell to his good friend, Shushun of
Elam, and travels homeward with his love Lopa, and his trusty friend Parthava, but is drawn
into a mission of the utmost secrecy, which may change the fate of the entire kingdom. The
conquering King Sudas rules his country Bharata from the 'centre of the world' Ilaspada with
the assistance of the peaceful Sage Vasishta and the proud Sage Vishvamitra, having waged
a successful war of conquest on the neighbouring territories. Upaas is commanded to serve at
the royal hospital there, forcing him to leave his home city Harappa with Lopa and his young
child still a babe, to live in the centre of the greatest empire the has ever seen. Yet even at the
height of its power, Sudas' kingdom lies under threat from all sides, from apostate kings and
barbarians that have banded together in competition with Sudas, defiantly wielding demonic
powers and threatening the life of the king himself. As Sudas moves to mobilise against forces
that threaten Harappa, Sage Vishvamitra, the wielder of a power capable of defeating entire
armies, abandons the kingdom prophesying doom and destruction. Upaas must learn to
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counter mystic powers, under the guidance of Vasishta, to protect all that he holds dear from
annihilation. With Lopa and Parthava at Upaas' side, he seeks the assistance of the mystical
Ghandharis - custodians of the powerful Soma plant -, which is needed for the holy rituals of
power. Meanwhile the usurper kings gather their allies and plan for a war on a scale never
before seen, not since the Avestans marched greedily on Harappa. Sudas rides against them,
against the dark powers of the Dasyus and their merciless armies of raiders. And the proudorphaned prince, Cayamana, has grown to fill the heavy crown left for him. A prophesied
saviour among his people he leads the confederacy against Sudas wielding the powers of
Magi and threatens the capital, Ilaspada. When they see Vishvamitra behind Cayamana, the
fears of Sudas and Vasishta seem to be confirmed, and nothing less than an act of God can
save from the brutally superior forces arrayed against the city. The fate of the world lies in the
balance as a tide of war threatens to engulf both Ilaspada and Upaas.

King of Me
Get all three books in the USA TODAY BESTSELLING KING TRILOGY, from Mimi Jean
Pamfiloff. KING’S (Book 1): “I am the man who can find anything or anyone. For a price. And
my price is you.” When Mia Turner’s brother goes missing in Mexico, while on an
archaeological dig, she believes that life couldn’t get much worse. But when she’s blocked at
every turn from finding answers, by both local and U.S. authorities, she must turn to a man she
swears is the devil. Others might be fooled by his private jet, fine tailored suits, and disarming
smile, but Mia knows something dark, sinister, and unnatural lurks behind those penetrating,
pale-gray eyes. And the more she learns, the more she realizes she may never be free again.
KING FOR A DAY (Book 2): King isn’t who she thought. She wasn’t even close. When Mia
Turner’s life becomes tethered to a mysterious billionaire, who she swears is the devil himself,
she knows she must break free. It doesn’t matter if everything about him—those sinful lips,
those pale gray eyes, that perfect male body—keeps her awake at night. He’s evil. She has to
get away. But when this man, known simply as King, suddenly disappears, Mia will discover
she’s not home free. Because without King, she’s no longer safe from his ruthless, depraved,
power-hungry social circle. To survive, Mia will have to conceal King’s absence and walk a
mile in the evil man’s twisted, cruel shoes. What she discovers will leave her more terrified and
her heart more conflicted than she ever imagined. King is not who she thought. She wasn’t
even close. KING OF ME (Book 3): “You’re asking me to…love you?” asked Mia. He slowly
scratched his thick black stubble. “I suppose I am.” What if you were asked to love a
dangerous man who betrayed you at every turn, who terrified you even in your sleep? Could
you do it to save the people you hold dear? Mia Turner is ready to give it all—her body, her
heart, her soul—to the mysterious, ruthless billionaire who holds the cards to saving her family.
But when this sinfully sexy man, simply known as King, demands something more, something
horrifying, Mia will be forced to face the impossible truth about their lives. Sometimes the truth
brings salvation. And sometimes the truth breaks you.

Darker the Shadow
The Grishaverse will be coming to Netflix soon with Shadow and Bone, an original series!
Enter the Grishaverse with the instant #1 New York Times-bestseller King of Scars by Leigh
Bardugo. "[Bardugo] touches on religion, class, family, love — all organically, all effortlessly, all
cloaked in the weight of a post-war reckoning with the cost (literal and figurative) of surviving
the events that shape both people and nations." —NPR "The story exists at an intersection of
past and future selves, and in the dawning understanding that what you most fear may be what
you most need." —Washington Post Face your demonsor feed them. The dashing young king,
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Nikolai Lantsov, has always had a gift for the impossible. No one knows what he endured in his
country’s bloody civil war—and he intends to keep it that way. Now, as enemies gather at his
weakened borders, Nikolai must find a way to refill Ravka’s coffers, forge new alliances, and
stop a rising threat to the once-great Grisha Army. Yet with every day a dark magic within him
grows stronger, threatening to destroy all he has built. With the help of a young monk and a
legendary Grisha general, Nikolai will journey to the places in Ravka where the deepest magic
survives to vanquish the terrible legacy inside him. He will risk everything to save his country
and himself. But some secrets aren’t meant to stay buried—and some wounds aren’t meant to
heal. An Imprint Book

The Institute
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff comes an Enemies-to-Lovers Romantic
Comedy. CAUTION: CONTAINS HOT COWBOY. Do not mix with wine. Avoid watching him do
shirtless labor on hot days. SIDE EFFECTS MAY INCLUDE: Feeling of extreme temptation,
excessive drooling over his abs, elevated heart rate, and loss of coherent thoughts when in his
presence. My name is Camila Clark. And that sexy cowboy right there? The one with the
devilish smile, twinkling brown eyes, and tattoos on his muscular arms? He's Jed, the guy I
turned down flat back in Texas. He just showed up here in Oregon at the winery where I work.
The question is why? Not that it really matters. I have my reasons for staying away from all that
manly temptation. Reasons he can't possibly understand but seems determined to punish me
for. But the more I fight him, the more I learn about this mysterious, hot-as-hell cowboy. I just
don't know how much longer I can keep pretending to hate him. The problem is, I'm technically
engaged to a guy I've never met.

Ten Club
Convincing Ground
You're about to be an eyewitness to the ten crucial days in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s life,
including His faith in peace leads to a surprising protest. Police injustice shocks the nation
awake. A personal sacrifice challenges prejudice and racism. A fearless march demands rights
for all Americans. And an immortal speech inspires the world. These days and five others
shook King's world - and yours.

The Phantom of Faerie Mountain
A NEW YORK TIMES 100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2019 SELECTION From #1 New York
Times bestselling author Stephen King, the most riveting and unforgettable story of kids
confronting evil since It. In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street in suburban
Minneapolis, intruders silently murder Luke Ellis’s parents and load him into a black SUV. The
operation takes less than two minutes. Luke will wake up at The Institute, in a room that looks
just like his own, except there’s no window. And outside his door are other doors, behind
which are other kids with special talents—telekinesis and telepathy—who got to this place the
same way Luke did: Kalisha, Nick, George, Iris, and ten-year-old Avery Dixon. They are all in
Front Half. Others, Luke learns, graduated to Back Half, “like the roach motel,” Kalisha says.
“You check in, but you don’t check out.” In this most sinister of institutions, the director, Mrs.
Sigsby, and her staff are ruthlessly dedicated to extracting from these children the force of their
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extranormal gifts. There are no scruples here. If you go along, you get tokens for the vending
machines. If you don’t, punishment is brutal. As each new victim disappears to Back Half, Luke
becomes more and more desperate to get out and get help. But no one has ever escaped from
the Institute. As psychically terrifying as Firestarter, and with the spectacular kid power of It,
The Institute is Stephen King’s gut-wrenchingly dramatic story of good vs. evil in a world where
the good guys don’t always win.

Mr. Rook
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames,
Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything
changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed,
leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.

The Silver Swan
A NEW DARK FANTASY FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER, MIMI JEAN PAMFILOFF
King isn’t who she thought. She wasn’t even close When Mia Turner’s life becomes tethered
to a mysterious billionaire, who she swears is the devil himself, she knows she must break
free. It doesn’t matter if everything about him—those sinful lips, those pale gray eyes, that
perfect male body—keeps her awake at night. He’s evil. She has to get away. But when this
man, known simply as King, suddenly disappears, Mia will discover she’s not home free.
Because without King, she’s no longer safe from his ruthless, depraved, power-hungry social
circle. To survive, Mia will have to conceal King’s absence and walk a mile in the evil man’s
twisted, cruel shoes. What she discovers will leave her more terrified and her heart more
conflicted than she ever imagined. King is not who she thought. She wasn’t even close.

Mack
A USA Today Bestselling Contemporary Romance from Author Mimi Jean Pamfiloff UGLY IS
IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER… My name is Lily Snow. I am twenty-five years old, and
despite being born with an unattractive face, I have never doubted who I am: smart, driven,
and beautiful on the inside. Until I met Maxwell Cole. He’s handsome, excessively wealthy,
and the owner of Cole Cosmetics. It’s been my dream to work for this man for as long as I can
remember. The good news is he wants to hire me. The bad news is he wants me for all the
wrong reasons. Ugly reasons. In exchange, he’s offered me my dreams on a silver platter. The
job. The title. A beautiful future. But this man is as messed up and ugly as they come on the
inside. I’m not sure anyone can help him, and he just might take my heart down with him.

King for a Day
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff Comes the Story of Mack, a
Continuation of the King Trilogy “THEY THINK KING IS EVIL, BUT HE’S GOT NOTHING ON
ME.” – Mack MY NAME IS MACK. And if I play my cards right, I will soon be dead.
Permanently. Not even my powerful twin brother will be able to resurrect me. A good thing.
Because a man like me has no business living. Not when I have killed. Not when I have
betrayed everyone I have ever cared for. Not when I know I’m destined to do it again. This is
why I have come looking for her—the only one capable of ending me once and for all. But will
she think I’m just another insane patient? Or will she believe the truth? I am thousands of
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years old, my heart too dark to be salvaged. ~~~~~ MY NAME IS TEDDI, short for Theodora.
My entire life has been a canvas of grays, whites, and black. I can’t feel, I can’t understand
joy, I’ve never truly lived. Until now. His name is Mack, and though he believes he’s cursed,
my degree in psychology tells me otherwise. Besides, someone who’s capable of bringing so
much light into my life can’t be anything but good. But I can save him. If he’ll let me.
(STANDALONE STORY – BASED ON THE USA TODAY BESTSELLING KING TRILOGY)

The Outsider
Wyjec, a slave to the Masters of Sothcar, refuses to die. Pendr, an apprentice blacksmith to his
father, fights so others can live. Neither of them expects their destinies to intertwine in a battle
to either destroy or save their world. "Morgan spins a page-turning web of adventure with a
diverse cast of young characters. It will shock and intrigue fans of his Bariwon fantasy series."
--Sterling R. Walker, Author of The Orphan Ship Trilogy "A fascinating and intricately woven
new world. Fantasy at its best!"--Jandy Salguero, Author of The Sending "Morgan has done it
once again-succeeded in weaving a multithreaded tale that draws the reader into another
world. A thoroughly enjoyable read."--Author Randy McNeely

The Fever King
Machaut's Messe de Notre Dame stands as an enduring monument of medieval musical art.
As such it is one of the most widely studied and performed works of music written before 1600.
The Mass itself, however, is surrounded by uncertainty; its date of composition is unknown, its
purpose is unclear, and its construction yields much ambiguity. Daniel Leech-Wilkinson has
now prepared a much-needed modern performing edition of this work, published by OUP's
music department. This companion volume defines his editorial methods in the context of the
minefield of controversies surrounding the principles of editing music of this period, and indeed
of the many different interpretations of the compositional structure and function of the music.
Relating the Mass to other works of the period, he provides the student and performer with an
invaluable guide to its intricacies, while his approach will be welcomed by scholars as both
controversial and stimulating.

You Are Not Alone
Now an HBO limited series starring Ben Mendelsohn! Evil has many faces…maybe even yours
in this #1 New York Times bestseller from master storyteller Stephen King. An eleven-year-old
boy’s violated corpse is discovered in a town park. Eyewitnesses and fingerprints point
unmistakably to one of Flint City’s most popular citizens—Terry Maitland, Little League coach,
English teacher, husband, and father of two girls. Detective Ralph Anderson, whose son
Maitland once coached, orders a quick and very public arrest. Maitland has an alibi, but
Anderson and the district attorney soon have DNA evidence to go with the fingerprints and
witnesses. Their case seems ironclad. As the investigation expands and horrifying details
begin to emerge, King’s story kicks into high gear, generating strong tension and almost
unbearable suspense. Terry Maitland seems like a nice guy, but is he wearing another face?
When the answer comes, it will shock you as only Stephen King can.
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